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\ HH INSTITUTIONA L ASPECTS OF ACADEMI C NATIONALIS M 

1.. Some Features of Institutiona l Identit y (Re-)Production 

Howw does a researcher know when academic work suitably employs the nation-state as an 

explanatoryy unit? After all, the political and administrative powers of a nation influence local 

circumstances,, and therefore culture too. If generalizations about Our Nation-State reach 

beyondd demonstrable political and administrative functions by ascribing historical necessity, 

"natural""  causes, or disputable cultural legitimation to its historical existence, one can 

comparee such generalizations with other views, definitions and legitimation of the nation-

state.. For example, if the characteristics of political and administrative organization are 

systematicallyy defined as natural attributes of national culture, the researcher can check 

whetherr this link is justifiable by matching various political options of nation-state building 

withh different conceptions of national culture; and, if forms of political and administrative 

organizationss are defined as a necessary outcome of the history of the nation, the researcher 

cann compare them with actually available political choices and circumstances of decisions 

madee about state organization at historical turning points and trace the processes that led to 

state-formation. . 

Somee features of academic discourse require attention as possible indicators of 

nationalistt discourse, especially when several appear together in recurring patterns without 

explanation.. They can be deduced from the arguments made above and include: 

-- language usage: e.g. "our nation", "we think", "our history"; the systematic use of the 

passive,, indicating the role of "us" as a victim of and the active for alluding to the active 

wrong-doingg Other,1 

-- formulas and assertions that link "our nation" to disputed territory; 

-- discourse that draws views of culture, history, science, social organization into political 

decision-makingg on behalf of the nation-state; 

-- expressions that use the symbols of the nation, natural metaphors and analogies in the 

explanationn of research problems without systematically substantiating them with empirical 

evidence,, or by using empirical evidence selectively; 

-- explanations based on taxonomies of symbolical contrasts that claim the relativity of lists of 

ii  Cf. Fang Yew-jin [E1994]. 
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associatedd opposites, but radicalize the contrasts between nations and parts of the world into 

rigidrigid dualities; 

.. generalizations that conflate the (visualized) nation with (the territorial borders of) the 

nation-state,, in the absence of a delineation between the political and empirical observations; 

-- personalized generalizations and reification made about the character of the nation and the 

behaviourr of other nations, and parts of the world; 

-- homogenizing categories used to identify the "correct" boundary markers of the nation, for 

example,, defining the people of China as socialist, or Confucianist; or the Japanese as one 

homogeneouss middle-mass (class); 

-- homogenizing theoretical equations of the nation with e.g. "the system," "the Japanese," 

"thee state" that are empirically unverified and controversial. 

Itt is, however, the patterns of the combined occurrence of the markers and their context mat 

telll  us something about political influences on academic research and the national unit in 

whichh it is framed, or on which it is focused 

2.. Institutional Aspects of Academic Nationalism and Its Failure as Social Science 

Onee of the difficulties in acquiring an understanding of academic nationalism is the different 

levelss of abstraction at which it moves, that is, it is produced by people of flesh and blood 

whoo lead an existence at the micro-level of research, while their product is conditioned, 

affected,, and steered by processes mat take place on a macro-level. Research institutes reside 

inn both of these levels at once, because they are the main link at which communication takes 

placee between academics and academic policy-makers, constitute the location at which 

researchh facilities are provided, status is conferred, and regulations (formal and informal) are 

laidd down. Debates, then, do not take place in a vacuum but are held by people with various 

needs,, under various pressures, and with various ambitions. The local socio-political 

circumstancess in which academic debates are held and the prospects of financial remuneration 

aree of great importance as a pre-selection mechanism for the selection of a population eligible 

ass academic crew. Furthermore, academic debates are part of an ever-changing but ongoing 

intellectuall  tradition. Finally, most of these factors have developed in relation to, but have not 

beenn determined by, processes of the emergence, shaping, reshaping and replacement of 
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nation-states,, i.e., a framework of emerging nation-states.2 

Social-science,, therefore, came to function as a means of explaining and designing 

phenomenaa related to the development of nation-states, including itself, but it was never fully 

determinedd by the nation-state or fully designed by itself. Social science is not part of a pre-

designedd project. Nor is there any law that compels nation-states to emerge or develop in a 

certainn way, nor is there any necessity for future units of communal organization to follow 

pastt models. Moreover, there may be principles that explain all forms of human group 

formationn and communication better than principles valid only within the constrained 

frameworkframework of the nation-state. On a basic level, most phenomena may be located in and 

influencedd by but not determined by the shape of nation-states. Nor is there any reason for 

groupp formation not to take place across the borders of nation-states, both as a result of the 

limitationss put onto the development of communities within nation-states, that cause, for 

example,, migration, and.phenomena only indirectly related to nation-state policies, such as 

home-making,, bram-drain, population growth, adventure, ethnic war, natural disasters, 

policiess by NGO's and other global organizations. Though these phenomena are related to 

nation-statee politics and administration, the complexity of the factors related to each of these 

phenomenaa produce their own clusters of links and regularities and therefore stand on their 

own,, rather than depend on the specific policies of a particular nation-state. However, certain 

phenomenaa in some countries are closely related to state-policies, and in others they are not 

Forr example, although the growth of scientific communities follows its own patterns of 

change,, in some countries the resolution to steer and influence specific kinds of research 

(certainn topics, disciplines, and projects), its nature (applied or academic, quantitative, 

qualitative,, interdisciplinary, international, etc.), aims (nationalist, economic, political, 

academic)) and academic procedures (selection mechanisms, teaching requirements, evaluation 

standards)) have a certain impact on the ability of scholars groomed under such circumstances. 

22 In the space of this paper  it would be impossible to elaborate on the historical role that the co-operation and 
competitionn between nation-states have played in social science, vice-versa, in various parts of the world. It suffices to 
remarkk that in the course of time, social science has played an important function in laying the foundations of the 
administrativee and ideological organization of the nation-state, not to speak of the causes it has served, directly or 
indirectly ,, in the expansion of colonial empires and the growth of states since the late-18th century [Cf Said 1979-
Tanakaa E1993; Van Bremen &  Shimizu Akitoshi 1998] 
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TheThe Unattainability of'National Self-Knowledge 

Afterr the establishment of the PRC, Party efforts at state-building were fuelled by socialist 

nationalism,, of which conscious expression of patriotic symbolism was used in strengthening 

thee Chinese socialist Nation-State. In the process, national strength, power and unity were 

measuredd in terms of racial features, shared historical origins, and unique revolutionary 

tradition.. Nationalism and socialism translated national aims of grandeur and victory into 

concretee political measures for uniting scattered populations by a combination of 

administrativee means, patriotic appeal and military (liberation) force. Although it was only 

afterr Mao's death in 1976 that official policies stressed the importance of independent 

knowledgee and social science, the social sciences had played an official role in Chinese society 

andd social policy-making since 1949, especially in the fields of history, archeology, ethnology 

andd literature. Social science has performed important administrative tasks, such as 

conductingg population surveys, the regulation of trade and economic planning, the 

organizationn of the military, the adaptation of a communist education system, the grooming 

off  an educated elite, the standardization of the national language, and in the field of political 

culture,, it engaged in propaganda and research on, for instance, the comparative quality of the 

nationall  character, the Nation's history of military prowess, creating a "people's literature," 

andd writing socialist history.3 The post-1978 reforms, however, gradually changed the 

orientationn of research, and began to include the design of a legal system and the renewal of 

thee constitution, the formal legitimization of political power, the study of the quality of the 

peoplee (culture, tradition, health & hygiene, education), tracing the roots of the Chinese 

Nation,, and the study of diplomacy and international relations.4 

Thee major role of national planning in China has left its imprint in the shape of the 

stresss put on the national unit in social-science research The unit of the politico-

administrativee Nation-State has been used nearly interchangeably with the unit of the cultural, 

historical,, and social Nation. It encouraged the practice of tailoring research problems to herns 

fi tt for national policy-design, defining research problems in terms of Our Nation set off 

33 Cf. China Handbook Editorial Committee [1983]. 
44 International co-operation presumed necessary to the implementation of the policies of reforms and 

openingg up made it imperative to communicate with former  enemies also on their  terms. Before the 1980s and 1990s 
theree was a complete absence of the concept of "interdependence"  in Chinese writings. [Yong 1998:317] 
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againstt  Them, and creating solutions in terms of differences between national and regional 

units.. Such approaches have been criticized for  fear  of prejudice and inaccuracy, but the 

nationn is often used as framework of research and as the main unit of comparison out of habit, 

orr  without explicit justification.3 In case of CASS, however, intellectuals are expected to 

deliverr  patrioticall y inclined research results, or, at least, have a patrioti c attitude towards 

researchh tasks. National loyalty, then, becomes a political burden to the academic ideals of 

pursuingg objective and independent research. 

But,, to what extent is academic nationalism conducive to nation-building? In the 

academicc world patriotism has the function of structuring political guidelines and 

communicatingg them to the world of the academic public. Not only does it influence die 

contentss of research policies, but it also shapes concrete organizational functions, such as the 

wayy disciplines are structured around certain research themes, leadership structures, the 

distributio nn of financial resources, research regulations, research exchange, rules and guidelines 

forr  academic organization, and award structures. This is especially the case in dependent 

academicc institutions with a political "think-tank "  functioa In CASS, for  instance, 

cooperationn with scholars serves the realization of the national project of reforming the 

Chinesee economy and legal and social structures, to control the process of foreign knowledge 

enteringg the country and its channelling into organs of national policy-making.6 To a certain 

extent,, it is a premature attempt at regulating unfiunilia r  foreign technologies, knowledge, and 

politicall  strategies, and a futil e effort to manage the unintended consequences of opening up 

33 For  example, Li Shenzhi, farmer Vice-President of CASS (1988-1990) and President of the China American 
Studyy Association [Zbocg-Meiguo Xuehui Huizhang ^HH^H^He l ** » «*  "* « »«ng the concepts of East and 
Westt  Li argues that the differences within Asia are as big as those between China and the West There is no sense in 
puttingg them in a unit of "th e East"  Li criticizes those who do and then say that the East is superior  to the West, 
announcee the Century of the Eastern and the convergence of East and West According to Li , the concept of "West"  is a 
remnantremnant of the Cold War. Since Russia has become a Western country, Li argues, there seems to be no sense in 
contrastingg East and West Moreover, the Czech Republic, Poland and Hungary have all joined NATO. 

Lii  argues that imperialist have tried to split up East and West, even composing poetry claiming "East is 
East/Westt  is West/Never  the twain shall meet"  It was based on a world which had London as its centre. According to Li , 
thee Chinese who still retain such views of East and West do this under  ü^banneTof patriotism. Central Asia (including 
Xinjiang)) used to be the Western heavenly Kingdom of Buddhism [ffi^fl H xitian foguo]. Now this area has become 
Islamicc and its inhabitants do not acknowledge that their  ancestors were rmusBudlUsts. Since the end of the Cold War 
manyy peoples have moved around the world People of all kinds of religious backgrounds have moved to *<Christian" 
Europe.. And America, according to Li , although it is a nation baaed on racism, has no cultural problems (though it h« » 
religiousreligious ones). Cultural pluralism has already become a part of modern society.. [Li Shenzhi 1998: S3] 

66 See, for  instance, the research and projects reported on in the CASS Yearbooks [Zhongguo Shehui 
Kexueyuann Nianjian Bianji Weiynanhui 1993-99]. 
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andd policy-making for domestic social and political relations. 

Byy means of directly or indirectly influencing the leadership of academic institutes, 

CASSS steers the entire hierarchy of personnel by strategically fillin g important positions at 

thee top and middle of the hierarchy, and by making the heads of the levels below that 

accountablee to parallel-organized Party committees and to the leaders of organizations one 

levell  above. CASS is embedded in a structure of political party- and state institutions, such as 

thee Ministry of Education, the Department of Propaganda, the CCP, and other academic 

institutess it competes with for projects and financial and material support. This arrangement 

hass consequences for the kinds of research stimulated in CASS, but also for the distribution 

off  financial and material research means. Academic foundations can expect politically correct 

interpretationss and acquire political legitimacy for the regime's interpretation of national self-

strengthening.. Al l academics, in one way or another, come in touch with the overwhelming 

influencee of academic nationalism of the establishment: through officially planned projects, 

libraries,, discussions at academic and party meetings, and so on. Though only a few 

academicss are directly involved in the actual creation of nationalist propaganda materials in 

thee form of texts, documents and speeches for various ideologies and policies of leaders, its 

pressuress are continually present in the background. The opposition, too, couches its 

argumentss in patriotic terms. Not only to retain a place in academic dispute, but also because 

nationall  self-strengthening is a generally accepted goal, cherished by traditionalists and 

liberalss alike, and also of influence in academic life. But also in general it is hard to escape the 

researchh focus on the unit of the nation because so many scholars couch their arguments in 

termss of the nation, and because thinking in terms of the nation is a habit hard to lose. 

Academicc nationalism favours an atmosphere in which debates are centred around 

issuess such as the progress, welfare, growth, backwardness of the nation, ancient tradition, 

andd the character of a people. The irrational optimism of patriotic-socialist propaganda and 

politicss is contagious and affects scholars of every academic hue. It leads scholars to employ 

aa measure of optimism so as to keep up their belief in the positive effects their projects 

promisee for the future of the nation. The pressure of academic nationalism is expressed in 

characterizationss of the Other, for example, in the way Other nations are staged as 

"opponents,""  "losers," and "allies" on the world platform of international relations. Some 
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scholarss stress that the underdog position of Our  Nation is only of a temporary nature, and 

tryy to attract attention to the global signs that announce a global turnin g point Others foresee 

thee demise of Them written in the laws of the rise and fall of nation-states, predicting an era 

inn which We wil l triumph and create the conditions for  a better  and more prosperous world 

Inn Chinese academic nationalism, strategic game-theory in international relations enables 

victimss of the wrath of Them nations to raise high, emotional support for  the common 

nationalistt  aim.7 A belief in the dialectical advantage of being evolutionary backward and in a 

brillian tt  future that can be hurried along by making the (politically ) correct predictions to that 

effectt  raises expectations unrealisticalry high, encourages miscalculation, and results in 

inaccuratee estimations of the behaviour  of "th e enemy." 

I tt  for  the sake of argument, academics under  an autocratic leadership were compelled 

too prove that patrioti c optimism is expedient to the control of the population and order  and 

stabilityy in a self-strengthening nation-state more so than is objective analysis, social science 

couldd operate as an ideology of academic nationalism. But, would it justify using the nation as 

thee main unit or  framework of analysis?8 Such a nation would not cease to have a need for  an 

independentt  science of society as optimal control is achieved only under  a maximal 

understandingg of the information decision-making is based on. In other  words, academic 

nationalismm places limit s on the capacity of leaders to understand themselves. The 

informationn that could bring about the realization of such understanding is not generated in a 

traditio nn of academic nationalism. 

Inn a society run with the help of academic nationalism theories may link social 

sciencess together  into a system of cybernetic control operations, or  in a system that is 

expectedd to recreate itself in an orderly manner. Such academic nationalism, however, can 

neitherr  understand the universal nor  the particular . It is incapable of making a rational 

77 On the Sino-African Conference of 9-12 October  2000, Jiang Zemin asked 44 African countries to stand up 
againstt  Western hegemony, and to help China build a new world order. He also said China would release the poorest 
countriess from a 1.2 milliar d dollar  debt and that Chinese investment into Africa and aid would be stepped up 
[Volkskrantt  October  12,2000] 

88 For  Chinese scholars and officials alike, national interests are the embodiment of the Nation. "National 
rightsrights  (guoquan) are more important than are human rights and the latter  should not be aUowed to undermine the former" 
[Cf.. Deng's speech at a national working conference, December  25, 1980 "Implement the Policy of Readjustment 
ensuree stability and unity"  in Deng Xiaoping (1984)]. In contrast with the loud-mouthed pursuit of socialist national 
interestt  during the Cultural Revolution, many Chinese scholars insist now that national interests have an objective 
existencee and should be studied by scientific methods. [Cf. Yong E1998:313-4] 
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distinctionn between universal factors at work in human group behaviour and the way group 

behaviourr is determined by its local environment, because the specific features of the nation 

carryy the greatest weight in all of its explanations. Its (Our) self-centredness makes it 

impossiblee to clarify to what extent it is the "uniqueness" of national characteristics that 

determiness the way social life is organized, because its point of departure in understanding 

sociall  lif e is the regional self. As it focuses mainly on the national unit, the scope of academic 

nationalismm is narrow and the range of its perspectives limited. An accurate academic 

nationalist,, therefore, needs to observe the universal aspects of group behaviour, or find out 

howw groups behave in spite of their location in a nation-state. Neither have priority on the 

research-agendaa of the academic nationalist. In other words, because academic nationalism can 

nott generate accurate information on itself, the value of the knowledge it generates is dubious, 

especiallyy when this knowledge is meant to facilitate national control and stability. 

Thee practice of academic nationalism renders social science ineffective, for its 

presumptionss about the characters of the nation's inhabitants and its prescriptive conclusions 

renderr an optimal insight into interhuman relationships unlikely. Nor can academic 

nationalismm change interhuman relationships in a planned manner. Its discussions consist for a 

majorr part of ideal-types, generalizations, and essentialization, and the prejudices academic 

nationalismm produces create an atmosphere of political hostility and chauvinism. Ideal-types 

off  Other nations employed in academic circles, and scientific and historical metaphors used in 

domesticc politics blur the difference between social science and ideology, and hamper the 

effortt of defining research problems, let alone solving them. Only researchers initiated into the 

particularr language used in such politically constrained debates are able to follow the 

intricaciess of political innuendo in debate and participate. Some debates constitute no more 

thann a shallow show of shadow-boxing, as views displayed cannot be carried beyond the 

pointt of the politically acceptable. In a context in which the contention between academic 

nationalistt schools is encouraged, a stalemate "competition" between ideologies runs the 

show,, hampering a relatively unrestrained sort of academic freedom, ideally, only limited by 

thee constraints it can talk about and the limitations it sets itself. When nation-centred 

formulations,formulations, regulations, and documents are regarded as authoritative guidelines for scientific 
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conduct,99 allowing "fre e debate"  makes a mockery of social science, as it is limited to 

rehearsedd and rigidly  structured politically correct alternatives. 

NationalNational Prescription and Conservatism 

InIn the environment of academic nationalism an outstanding form of institutionalized 

deceptionn stands out as the strategic use of the modes of description and prescription Much 

researchh time is wasted on proving how the nation should be and therefore is, and vice versa. 

Yearss of debate on the nature of the universe, quantum-mechanics and genetic evolution have 

legitimizedd and influenced political decisions made on the ways in which society is or  ought 

too be organized. Such debates proceed from the following logic: "because the universe works 

lik ee this, society should work like this, therefore this measure is right "  As a result, the 

variouss conflicting views on the universe make for  highly confusing debate on the nature of 

thee universe, but actually is at the same time concerned with national policy-making.10 A 

relativelyy simple example of the conflation between"  is"  and "ought"  is Li Shangkai's view on 

thee urgency of studying national psychology. Li' s article illustrates how description and 

prescriptionn are easily confused, and shows the nihilism of the "unit y of opposites." 

Lii  Shangkai (as many others before him) refers to Stalin's definition of the nation,11 as 

hee points out the importance of the study of national psychology: its significance Hes in the 

»» Cf. Scboenbals [1993,1994]; Su Shaozhi [1994; 1995]. 
100 The famous dissident astrophysicist Fang Lizhi and his research group at Hefei University discussed the 

followingg issues with their  students as official policies toward science had caused much confusion. The list aptly 
illustratess the nature of debates that have muddled up issues of science and politics ever  since the reforms: 
1.. The material world does not at all always have two aspects [MA $ liangdianlun] (the doctrine that everything has 
twoo aspects); 
2.. Infinit e can be finite, vice versa; 
3.. The indestructibilit y of matter  is not applicable everywhere; 
4.. Existential being without time; 
5.5. Nothing gives birt h to being and the prime mover, 
6.. Essence £JR of the universe; 
7.. Whether  subjectivity and objectivity are separable in quantum phenomena; 
8.. The basis of free will ; 
9.. The scientific'"  spirit is not dead;" 
10.. The least understandable about the universe is that it is understandable. 

Fangg argues, that physicist are interested in these philosophical issues, but do not welcome a quasi-scientific 
philosophyy that claims "universal truth. "  Physicists have the experience that it takes a generation for  incorrect things 
toto disappear  and one generation for  correct things to get acknowledged [Fang Lizhi 19861 

""  Stalin in "Marxis m and the National Question"  wrote that a nation has an historically formed common 
language,, common territory , common economic lif e and it is expressed in the common psychological elements of a 
culture'ss stable community. 
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knowledgee of national psychological elements on which basis it can stimulate the Four 

Modernizations;122 it can also be used to stimulate national unity, solidarity and getting rich, 

alll  at the same time; and, finally, it contributes to the enrichment of ethnological studies. Li 

concedess that European and American nations [Oumei]13 have produced much more 

psychologicall  theory, than has China But as their national spirit and circumstances are 

differentt from those of China, it reflects different features of the moods and character of 

nations.. "As the Chinese population represents one fourth of the world's population," Li 

concludes,, "without studies on China national psychology cannot be regarded as truly 

universalist""  It is interesting how Li relates the universal validity of the discipline of 

"nationall  psychology" to China's population size, i.e., one feature of a rich research region. 

Lii  wants his discipline of national psychology to be both a descriptive science and a 

prescriptivee recipe for creating an ideal Nation. In a nation, Li argues, all classes share 

commonn national characteristics. At the same time, different classes may leave their class-

imprintt on their national character. A second characteristic of the behaviour of nations, is that 

theyy express themselves in national culture through features such as language, art, ethics, and 

religion,, making a contribution to the objective conditions of the nation. A third feature is the 

great,, coherent power [ningjuli MWJj] and driving force of the nation, expressed in a sense of 

self-identityy and self-respect, pride and self-confidence; thus, the 2hongh.ua Minzu character 

hass been formed over thousands of years. And lastly, the nation is characterized by stability 

andd the unity of continuity and transformation.14 Li' s definition gives no clue as to whether 

hee is talking about the nation in general or about China, where class begins and where national 

characterr ends, which is belief and which objective conditions, and, lastly, what on earth a 

nationn looks like that is not characterized by stability and the unity of continuity and 

transformation.. In this case, the attempt to use science in support of a certain view of the 

nationn (instead of other way around) is a clumsy one. If science, ideally, is about compressing 

observationss into scientific laws, or regularities, academic nationalism tries to control these 

122 The Four  Modernizations were announced on February 26,1978, at the First Session of the Fifth National 
People'ss Congress. They concern the modernization of agriculture, industry, national defence and science and 
technology. . 

133 Oumei ftH,  as does its equivalent in Japanese, Oobei, is an abbreviation which refers to Europe'and 
America.. In China, however, the concept is not used as intensively as it is in Japan. 

**  U Shangkai 1991: 27-8. 

http://2hongh.ua
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patterns,, or  at least steer  them into a desired direction, blessing them with the label of 

academicc insight15 

Anotherr  reason for  the ineffectiveness of academic nationalism as a source of support 

forr  reform policies and the insights they require is its inclination toward conservatism. The 

expectationn for  academics to express their  patriotism in their  work results in research 

formulationss that not only are dressed in patrioti c vocabulary, but also are phony or  made to 

suitt  establishment views on patriotism.16 When researchers feel forced to adhere to views on 

thee nation that are acceptable to the establishment, they wil l tend to discard other, possibly 

politicall yy unacceptable, conceptions of the nation. Research formulated trom a deviating 

nationall  perspective does not easily get accepted by research project planning-officials, nor 

wil ll  it attract the attention of researchers who do not share the same (implicit ) assumptions 

onn which they base their  views on national problem. As a result, "incorrect "  views tend to be 

publishedd abroad, in the country, or, tragically end up in a waste-paper  bin.17 "Independent 

research***  is structurall y discouraged if it depends on the support, or, is under  supervision of 

thee government administration and Party organs.18 

TheThe Failure to Imagine Other Views of the Nation 

Academicc nationalism incites social science-research to an establishment bias, and encourages 

155 Similarly , the study of mass-psychology and mass psychoanalysis has attracted attention from academic 
nationalists.. They seem to share structural characteristics. Li Shuyi's article on the cultural unconscious (in the 
renownedrenowned philosophical journal Theme Yattftu) does not distinguish between description and prescription. Neither  is it 
deaii  why Li is interested in changing the unconscious of the masses, and what masses he is referring  to: the Chinese 
massess or  the human masses? U argues for  complementing Freud's analysis of the unconscious of the individual with 
thatt  of the culture of the masses as it has great practical meaning for  the study of decision-making. Because social 
behaviourr  is influenced by the instinctual and cultural unconscious this new study can reveal the principles of 
UKonscwuss mass-behaviour. The task of this study is to explain the necessity and possibility of cultivating the 
psychee of the masses. The observed positive and negative elements in the cultural unconscious shows the need for 
purifyin gg and cultivating the unconscious psyche. [Li Shuyi 1988: 57-9] One wonders what kind of mass-manipulator 
Lii  envisages for  cultivating the cream and discarding the dregs of the cultural unconscious. 

I**  See also the speech by Jiang Zemin on patriotism and the mission of China's [my country's) intellectuals 
(Mayy 3rd, 1990) at a Public Lecture of the Capital Youth Remembrance of the May Fourth [sboudu qingman jinian wu-si 
baogaohuii  s t * W $ l e & E H « £ £ ] . [Jiang Zemin 1994] Also, see Yearbooks CASS. Zhongguo Shehui Kexueyuan 
Nianuann Bianweihui 199] ^* ™>Aucyuan 

»» CASS Yearbook criticizes academics who take their  critical works elsewhere, abroad or  to provincial 
capitals.. In this particular  instances, the dissident U Zehou is criticized for  publicizing his "Farewell to the 
Revolution""  in Hong Kong. [CASS YB98:24] ^ ^  -

i""  For tins reason critical and independent research has emerged outside official academic organizations [Cf. 
Mokk E1998; Goldman 1998; Lin Min &  Oalikowski 1999] 
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judgementss and distortions of Other (possibly rival) national groupings. For instance, by 

uncriticallyy choosing one "national grouping" as a frame of academic reference other groups 

mayy be disadvantaged For example, on 24 June, 2000, the 24 members of the World Bank's 

boardd approved a controversial $40 million loan to China that would relocate 58,000 

impoverishedd Chinese farmers to Qinghai Province on the Tibetan plateau. Though the area is 

officiallyy known as Qinghai, the Tibetan inhabitants of the "Tibetan region" were not 

consulted.199 Universal problems such as poverty and unemployment are intimately linked, 

nott in the first place to "culture" as such, but to the cultural politics outlined by officials and 

thoughtt out by academic nationalists. 

Tibett is regarded as an inseparable part of China. At a symposium on "the History of 

Chinesee Minority Relations'*  in 1981,20 it was formally decided how to regard the Chinese 

borderr areas from the point of view of history. It was argued that the meaning of the concept 

off  "China" [Zhongguo] changes through time and in agreement with the current era of 

development.. This is why, as the argument goes, it is impossible to determine the meaning of 

Chinaa according to the history of the ancient Chinese people. The 1991 symposium on "The 

Historyy and Current Situation of Tibet" illuminates how eminent scholars that share a similar 

institutionall  history spend their time and effort thinking about strategic arguments to 

legitimizee national boundaries and policies by deciding on the markers of the historical era and 

stagingg patterns of relations between the big Them (the West), Us (Zhonghua Minzu), and a 

sub-referent,, the Other (Tibet).21 It manages to hide the Us, i.e. the Han Chinese22 behind the e 

conceptt of Zhonghua Minzu and the definition of China as a "united multi-nationality 

199 Pro-Tibet independence groups waged a campaign against the loan in the weeks leading up to the vote, 
statingg that the project would further  China's goal of weakening Tibetan identity in the area. According to the President 
off  the Tibetan Youth Congress fTYC] , Tseten Norbu, who campaigned against the loan application of China with the 
Worldd Bank, China's failur e meant a triumph for  Tibetans and people around the world. The TYC campaigned against 
thee loan application. The World Bank's handling of the loan "sets a historic precedent for  future international action 
againstt  Chinese colonization in Tibet,"  said Tseten Norbu, who also believes that it is "too early to celebrate,*  since 
Beijingg plans to continue the project without the World Bank funding. [Sue Bruell, Wu Yiyi in www.CND.org: 
07/09/00]]  As the United States and Germany registered the only votes against the project, the Bank made a temporary 
decisionn to withhold all funds until a more detailed independent review can be completed 

200 The 1981 symposium on The History of Chinese Minorit y Relations"  [Zhongguo minzu guanxi shi] is 
quotedd in Meng Xianfan [1991]. 

211 Meng Xianfan [1991]. A Survey of the Symposium on The History and Current Situation of Tibet" 
organizedd by Zhongguo Shefua Kexue Zazhi and Zhongguo Zangxue Zazhi: March 17-9,1991. 

222 According to a 1995 sample census, the Han constitute 91 % of the entire population, the Han occupy 36% 
off  Chinese territory . [Benewick &  Donald 1999: 20] 

http://www.CND.org
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Nation." " 

Thee following account of the symposium, provides an overview of the various views 

off  participants discussing thorny problems with relation to the "historical "  status of Tibet 

andd the proper  formulation of research problems. Thus famous national minorit y scholar 

Wengg Dujian23 observed that present-day China is the China common to all Chinese peoples. 

Fromm the point of view of history, Weng argues, the notion of China does not only include 

thee original dynasties, but also the kingdoms and political power  established by other  national 

minorities.. Therefore, one must not use the original Han dynasty or  feudal dynasties as the 

sourcee for  defining China's borders. Instead, the border  of Our  motherland and its nationality 

weree established in the Qing dynasty [1644-1912]. Weng concludes his argument with the 

finalfinal  discourse-killer  of "W e are a united multi-nationalit y Nation." 24 Concerning the status 

off  Tibet, Wang Furen,25 professor  at the Central Committee Academy of Nationalities, 

strategicallyy points out. that to use the phrase "durin g the Yuan dynasty the Central 

governmentt  established an official administration in Tibet"  can prevent several problems:26 

thiss way of defining the relationship between Tibet and the Motherland avoids the confusion 

betweenn "Chinese territory "  and "administrativ e region."27 Wang clearly expresses the 

politicall  sensitivity of the issue by warning that the phrase "Tibe t is added Chinese territory " 

couldd provoke negative sentiments from Tibetans. Zu Qiyuan, from the CASS Institut e of 

233 Weng Dujian HUrt f is a famous scholar  of national minorities. In the 1960s, he was one of the 
organizationall  leaders and academic theoreticians (together  with Jian Bozan, Lu Zhenyu and Bai Sbouyi) of national 
minorit yy relations. In 1983, Weng became the bead of the £S&Hfet t9 fó i f> &  at the CASS, founded in March 
1963.. In 1988, be edited "A n Outline of the History of Chinese Ethnic Relations"  [Zhongguo Kfinzu Guanri Shi 
Oangyaoo ^HIÜfc^JKÜHSj , which was based on the Sixth Five year  plan academic focus paint from 1983. It 
becamee a standard textbook in the Institut e of Nationality Studies. 

244 Weng Dujian 1991: 170. 
255 Central Committee Academy of Nationalities. [Zhongyang Minzu Xueyuan] 
2«« Yuanchao zhongyang zhengfu zai xizang zhengsH shezheng x t f $ jfeft#&BjlUEj£lt & 
277 Lu Xiaofei in Renmin Ribao [People's Daily] argues that foreigners purposely mix up the territoria l and 

ethnicc signification for  Tibet Since the Yuann dynasty, Lu argues, Tibet has been an administrative region. The Tibetan 
regionn included areas in Sichuan, Qinghai, Yunnan and Oansu, as Tibetans resided there. The Yuan divided the Tibetan 
areaa into three administrative regions, and later  on the three regions of Tibetan dialects were formed. Some foreigners 
Luu accuses of calling both Tibet [Xizang BJR] and the Tibetan (Autonomous) region [Zangqu |Rg] Tibet Ludoes not 
seemm to realize that not all foreigners are taught or  want know what is politically correct [Lu Xiaofei 1992b]] Similarly , 
aa foreign Sinologist, Prof, van Praag, was criticized by Wang Furen £ H t . as Mhe in his 'Xizang de Diwei'  [the status 
off  Tibet] purposely twists history, and plays with concepts."  "H e treats the concepts of 'Zhongguoren' [Chinese] and 
'Hamen''  [Han-Chinese] as if they are the same, and makes a distinction between 'Zhongguoren' [Chinese] and Tibetans 
andd Mongolians, tryin g to prove that China is a guojia [country; state] established by the Han, thus cheating many 
peoplee abroad who do not understand Chinese history.''  [Lu Xiaofei 1992a/b] 
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Nationall  Minorities, stresses that the family metaphor of the Chinese Nation, by drawing 

attentionn to the continuity and stability of the brotherly relations between Tibet and the 

otherr nationalities. Even though there were tensions from the 9th until the 13th century, Zu 

argues,, Tibet did not sever its ties with the Central Plains.28 Yao Zhaolin, from the Institute 

forr Nationality Studies at CASS, provides us with an official family-metaphor version of 

Tibetann liberation history, and asserts that, in the course of time, the adherence of Tibet to 

thee Motherland has become increasingly strong. The Central Dynasty29 never sent soldiers to 

Tibet,, Yao maintains, and at the end of the Qing Dynasty, when imperialism was trying to 

dividee China up, the patriotic part of the higher classes in Tibet and the Tibetan masses 

alwayss tried to maintain the unity of the Motherland: even when the 13th Dalai Lama fled to 

Darjeeling,, his heart was still with the Motherland. In 1959, Yao continues his argument, 

Tibett implemented democratic reforms, smashed the politico-religious totalitarian and feudal 

regime,, and abolished the feudal slavery system. For the first time people were free and 

gainedd democratic rights. It underwent a complete transformation. Under the leadership of the 

CCPP and the government of the people, the Tibetan economy experienced great 

development.30 0 

Songg Yue, a Law lecturer at Beijing University, employs the East-West duality in 

supportt of the liberation of Tibet theory. The West, Song asserts, must not use human rights 

ass an excuse to intervene with home affairs. International law does not talk about the right of 

segregationn or independence of national minorities mat have autonomy, Song argues, it only 

dealss with colonized peoples and those that have no self-government Furthermore, China has 

actedd in accordance with the 1956 Geneva Convention that forbids slavery: in Tibet the 

population'ss 5% slave owners owned all territory. Only under the leadership of the CCP, the 

Tibetanss could be freed from the fetters of the agricultural slavery system. In spite of this, 

Songg maintains, some Western scholars say that during the Cultural Revolution Tibetan 

culturee was destroyed and the human rights of the Tibetans trampled But the Panchen Lama 

2**  Zu Qiyuan in Meng Xianfan 1991: 173. 
Centrall  Plains: Thong Yuan t£JR. The Central Plains is an other  term for  what used to be then before China 

camee about As the concept of China is irrelevant to the discussion outside of its limited historical context, academics 
aree forced to revert to a replacement 

299 Central Dynasty [Zhongyang Wangchao <f»SfeïlBJ: another  word for  Chinese authorities, again. 

300 Yao Zhaolin in Meng Xianfan 1991: 173. 
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hass already pointed out,31 Song explains, that the Cultural Revolution was a question of 

Chinaa as a whole, and not an issue of the Han annihilating Tibetan culture. Again, the Han 

Chinesee are hidden under the veil of a holistic family Nation, and the concept of the "united 

multi-nationall  Nation." The CCP, here, has also lost its otherwise so brilliant national 

shine.32 2 

Finally,, the example of the view of Emeritus Professor Li Xianlin from Beijing 

Universityy illustrates the academic art of historical fortune-telling with political 

characteristics.. Li places the Tibet-China-West issue in a broad, historical long-term 

perspective.. For some thousands of years, Li maintains, humanity has known only four main 

culturall  systems: the Chinese, Indian, Muslim and Greco-Roman. Three of them are Eastern, 

andd the East has prevailed in the world for thousands of years. Li then argues that it has been 

onlyy for 30 years that the flow of the river [of historical power] has pointed Westward 

However,, history shows that things must change. Li observes a "very interesting" 

phenomenon:: "When Europeans think themselves great, they do not study Eastern culture, 

butt when they do have problems, such as during the First and after the Second World War, 

theyy turn to China's Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi, and, lately, they have also been studying the 

Bookk of Changes [I Jing] and Sanskrit." Li concludes, "I am afraid that the 21st century is an 

eraa of'changing places.'"33 

TheThe Political Predictability of Academic Nationalism 

Academicc nationalism is a saddening kind of business. It structures academic work to such an 

extentt that it renders it nearly as predictable as is political propaganda. Nor is there room for 

paradigmaticc confrontations: the grammar of academic nationalism allows confrontation only 

withinn the Us-grouping when correctly used formulations are upheld (e.g., "Zhonghua 

Minzu;""  "The Tibetan province of China;" "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics") and the 

properr hierarchy of relations respected. Therefore, we can expect discussions on the nature of 

Tibetann rule and religious texts, but not about the legitimacy of Tibetan rale. Nor can we 

311 The Panchen Lama is appointed by the government in Peking. 
322 Song Yue in Meng Xianfan 1991: 176. 
333 Li Xianlin in Meng Xianfan 1991: 178. 
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doubtt Tibet's status as a part of China, or put forward arguments in favour of the socio-

politicall  features of Lama rule. If scholars do not feel free to ruminate about such issues, it is 

unlikelyy that they can come up with innovative ideas, research problems, or theories. In other 

words,, the tendency in academic nationalism to conform hampers practicable innovation, 

competitionn and creativity. 

Presentt official policies stimulate patriotism [aiguozhuyi], national unity and 

competitionn between schools of thought The idea behind this seemingly paradoxical policy is 

too stimulate creative research and innovation, provided that it remains within politically 

acceptablee limits.34 Academic guidelines hamper uninhibited rational thinking as they can be 

foundd all around, provided through documents, meetings, regulations, and compulsory focus 

pointt research plans and a vocabulary to go with i t Political (academic) dissenters find 

themselvess adhering to guidelines, too, as familiarity with the vocabulary is needed to 

communicatee their views to opponents, and to find counter-arguments it is necessary to 

knoww at what occasions to quote what parts from the sacred classics, documents and texts on 

andd by the historical great, such as Marx, Lenin, Lu Xun, Engels, Kang Youwei, and Mao, 

and,, nowadays, Confucius, Lao Zi, Zhuang Zi and the Yi Jing}5 As a result, compulsory 

patriotismm in academic nationalism sometimes resembles scholastic debate as the burden of 

thee argument is frequently carried by quotations from authoritative texts, citations from the 

workss and speeches of respected elders, and endless classifications of key items and their 

symbolism.. Patriotic loyalty therefore makes scholars conform to guidelines, though they 

usuallyy try to twist and apply them in favour of furthering their own ends. Discourse 

becomess obscure, and in the worst cases the work of individual scholars becomes scattered 

withh clumsy applications of official vocabulary, or reiterates official guidelines smartened up 

withh new subject filling . 

344 For  which purpose basic guidelines are drawn. They dominate the formulation of project plans and research 
policiess in general. 

355 The Zhou Yi comprises the Yi Jing and the Yi Zhuan. The Yi Jing is a book of divination, based on a 
systemm of 8 (and later  64) symbols which are supposed to reflect the universe. Divination is based on a configuration of 
thee signs: in it one can see the movement of man. Therefore this system presupposes the agreement of the Way of man 
withh that of the Way of the Universe. The Yi Zhuan is a philosophical elaboration of the Yi Jing. It has preserved its 
systemm of symbols and the premise of the conflation of the Way of man with that of nature, but has lost its religious 
character.. The Yi Zhuan's basic spirit remains pre-Qin Confucianism, but it absorbed the Taoist influence of the Way of 
thee Universe: it is a result of a cultural confluence of Confucian and Taoist thought. [Wang Zhiyyue 1993] 
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Academicc nationalism does not only appear  in educational institutions that explicitly 

proclaimm national culture or  identity as the basis of the nation's unique superior  ways. Also 

theoriess that at first glance seem to have universal or  scientific value misapply the unit of the 

nation,, by ascribing to it scientistic, organic and other  metaphors, and by attempting to prove 

itss uniqueness and superiority. Of course, any ideology (scientistic, racial, cultural ) built 

aroundd a regional unit combines temporal and spatial aspects to re-create the entity of 

nationall  uniqueness. Different disciplines and perspectives place their  emphasis onto 

differentt  aspects of the nation and its uniqueness. Academic nationalism is thriving , however, 

whenn the reader  can predict an argument on the basis of a correlation between certain political 

andd ideological features, such as: 

-- the unreasoned use of the nation as main frame of research and unit of comparative analysis, 

inn which Our  Nation is set off against the Other  or  Them; 

-- the simplification of webs of connections between national friend and foe, and the presence 

off  Absentees; 

-- any undefended (direct and indirect) use of rigid  and (semi) closed markers of boundary 

constructionn in characterizing a national people (brain, race, language, cultural system, ̂ wado); 

-- explanations that create and use national/regional symbols in explaining the concrete nature 

off  peoples (Chinese character  region, chop-stick culture, rice-civilization); 

-- the use of abstract and vague notions (ancient tradition , golden age, fairy-tales, evolution, 

instinct,, the beginning of the universe, the infinit e universe, climate, god, the unconscious, 

mass-psychology)) for  explaining politically highly charged issues (instead of other  way 

around); ; 

-- the unreasoned or  irrefutabl e choice of categories and variables used in defining differences 

andd similarities between the various national units of research (e.g. feminine East and male 

West); ; 

-- the interchangeable use of prescription of behaviour  and description of the nation; 

-- the argued defense of the combined choice of symbolic categories (natural, cultural , 

historical,, etc.), units of comparison (nations, regions, races, social groups, economic groups, 

etc.),, and modes of classification (racialist, scientistic, naturalist, culturalist) and the links 

madee between them; and, 
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-- patterns in the application of certain universality and particularity markers and 

classificationn systems that do not vary with the subject matter itself (but with, for example, 

thee politics of certain social groups and institutions). 

Thee use of specific styles in various disciplines, institutes, organizations and the entire state 

educationn system may be telling about the effects of science policies on academic research. 

Academicc nationalism is not just a product of one institute but is part of a politico-cultural 

environmentt and gains impetus from general academic policies and policies of state-

education.366 Therefore, some of the contents, certain styles and consciously designed 

methodss of creating academic-nationalist theory produced in various educational and research 

institutionss may show similarities on a regional basis, but its structure is found in research 

institutess globally. 

3.. The Doable Nature of Academic Nationalism: Symbolic and Cognitive Aspects 

TheThe Cognitive Value of National Boundaries 

Thee national entity in academic research is of a dual nature. Its symbolic aspects and 

cognitivee aspects are intimately intertwined. The cognitive aspects of nation are especially 

concernedd with boundaries, including territorial, cultural, racial, ethnic, psychological and 

systemss boundaries. The national unit places negative constraints on research by closing off 

thee nation logically from its global environment As a result, it becomes possible to study a 

nationn as an isolated case, as a unit "out there." It is connected to other units only after links 

aree added The national unit in academic theory seems to be malleable: academics proclaim the 

adoptionn of a selection of suitable aspects of foreign civilization, designed to blend in with the 

currentt set of domestic features in just the right way. But of course, only in an experimental 

situationn it would be possible to control all changeable elements (variables). The framework 

off  the "national unit" also forms a condition for opening up the national community to 

"external""  communication, because the national unit presupposes the larger units of world 

regionss and international relations. Thus the national unit in research functions positively as a 

tooll  of knowledge creation, as "the global" is drawn into the unit through the interaction 

allowedd into the comparison of "inter-national" units. It creates the possibility for the 

366 Foi Japan, see Hall 1997; McVeigh 1997; Cutts 1997. 
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nationall  unit to be visualized as capable of "overcoming"  itself In this framework, 

communicationn on the level of nation-states becomes an imperative for  the smooth running of 

economicc traffi c and diplomatic negotiation, and knowledge about the rules, habits, languages 

andd views that are commonly used by various groupings, such as nations, corporations, 

societiess and academic associations. It is this mode of thought that led policy-makers to 

advocatee self-strengthening and patriotism37 as the main purpose of academic research at 

CASSS and pursue a policy of opening up. As a result, social-science research becomes geared 

too the national aspects of problems and is stimulated by international exchange. At the same 

time,, however, mis exchange is expected to be controlled, pre-fabricated according to some 

pre-plannedd design. Because of these high expectations and requirements of designing and 

controllingg national "variables,"  "th e unexpected"  comes into being, and as a result, 

disappointmentt  follows. In an environment of an excess of patrioti c optimism and self-

confidence,, and an overestimation of the controllabilit y of socio-economic life, failur e brings 

academicc nationalists to the temptation of shifting the blame of not being able to handle all 

"variables""  onto the foreign imports and contamination by "sick"  civilizations. 

TheThe Symbolic Value of National Boundaries 

Inn such a situation, national honour  is translated easily into the symbolism of national purit y 

andd strength, or  the Yin and Yang of the nation-state. Violations of national honour  are 

associatedd with foreign germs (causes), also when national traitor s are involved Thus, to the 

academicc nationalist prostitution, drugs, and corruption are the symbols of foreign 

degenerativee practices. In an atmosphere of strong cultural academic nationalism, even among 

criticall  Marxists, only a few independent thinkers manage to not attribut e all recent social 

problemss in China to Western influences.38 The awareness of this double nature of academic 

&& The policy of strengthening the Nation and national pride are embodied in the fundamental task of all 
academicc research, that is, creating the conditions for  establishing Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. 

388 Chen Yunquan a a professor  in philosophy and head of the evaluation commission of professional work of 
thee philosophy module for  research at CASS, in high-brow Marxist jargon attacks this attitude in his The Unity of 
Trut hh and Value in the Materialist Conception of History:"  "W e must spread democratic culture. But some comrades 
thinkk that just by relying on my country's [China's] tradition , especially Confucian thought, the gulf of Western 
thoughtt  and the capitalist corrupt way of thinkin g of "al l looking for  money"  can be suppressed. [...] But obviously it 
[tradition ]]  can not clarify the social historical reasons for  corrupt phenomena, and it does not take into account that 
Confuciann thought cannot solve this issue entirely."  Although Chen is critical of nationalist ideology, and keeps up 
hiss socialist idealism, he argues for  establishing Marxist values and opposing Western capitalist moral views. The 
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nationalismm bring us closer to understanding the relation between global processes and 

nationalism:: regional and national traditions are mobilized in opposition to globalization, 

whichh is perceived as a universalizing force needed to be strapped down and tamed into a 

locallyy manageable tool; on the other hand, the various strands of academic nationalism and 

regionalismm are recast into global taxonomies themselves. The observation of being 

incorporatedd into a globalizing system and the awareness of local cultural identities are part of 

thee same process. 

Academicc nationalists assist the process of the symbolic reproduction of the nation in 

academicc discourse. They employ a range of national identity markers as indicators for 

categorizingg nations and regions. Academic nationalists use markers that sometimes only 

receivee emotional endorsement in Our nation or region, as the use of symbolic analogy as 

explanativee force can reach the limit of credibility, even as a good story. For example, 

Japanesee chopsticks are considered useful for eating fish since they have a sharp point To 

somee it symbolizes an island country of vegetarians. Chopsticks are used also for forging an 

Easternn identity. A Korean visiting Professor at Nichibunken, Ri Oriyon,39 lectured on "the 

narrative,""  using Eastern O-hashi [honourable (respect marker) chopstick] culture as a 

symboll  for its spirit: Tooyoojin [Eastern people] cook and chop things up with a chopping 

knifee [hoochoo] for the eaters to eat: the food is chopped up for others. Ri contrasts this 

customm with that of Western people, who are used to using knife and fork: in the West they 

cutt things into functional separation, just for themselves; and, they have to cook everything 

inn order to eat i t They also have to cut their food for themselves. In O-hashi culture women 

preparee things for others in the kitchen and chop it all up, even beefsteak. Ri believes that 

Westernn people would get very angry at hearing this and would say: "I'm an individual and, I 

amm free, I want to do it myself." The spirits of "separation by the knife" and "chopping food 

reforms,reforms, modernization and temporarily allowing the private economy to develop he regards as ways of 
complementingg the socialist economy. But at bottom, it is meant for realizing the value targets of Marxism, that is, to 
destroyy exploitation, obliterate polarization, and finally, to achieve common wealth. [Chen Yunquan 1993: 9] 

399 Ri Oryon's ^ M specialization is Japanese culture and literature and his works on the subject are 
widelyy read He received serveral rewards for his writing, both in Korea and in Japan (from Nichibunken and the Japan 
Foundation).. [Hand-out leaflet, public lecture "Japan's Narrative, The World's Narrative" [Ninon no katarimono, sekai 
nokatarimonoo B*<DBU*! . ISJlOBUlf e March 16, 1997] 
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forr  others,**  Ri concludes, are bound to clash in the end40 

TheThe Dual Nature cfAcademic Nationalism: The Production of Symbolic Knowledge 

Itt  is surprising how easy academic nationalism can link a subject to the nation and exploit its 

envisagedd differences with other  nations by symbolic analogy. A strikin g illustratio n of the 

easee with which a new subject of social-science research comes into being is provided by the 

physicall  anthropologist, Omoto Keiichi, who in 1996/7, as part of his duties, was required to 

organizee research on a cultural topic by his employer, Nichibunken.41 As he was interested in 

Japanesee chess [shoogi], he decided to organize a research series on that topic. The "Cultura l 

debatee of shoogr [shoogi bunkaron] was to represent the unique Japanese way of 

symbolizingg "informatio n fights between organizations."  Once Omoto had found his topic 

(chess),, his research frame (Japan), units of comparison (the West, India, China), the topic 

wass expanded by the application of analogies by Omoto his network of colleagues and Mo w 

researchers.. The example shows how the recruitment of other  researchers that take the nation 

ass their  main research unit for  granted, can increase the number  of fields in academic 

nationalismm exponentially. In this case, thought associations and mental leaps were made 

betweenn chess and other  academic fields that explore the Japanese national character. Omoto 

wantedd his joint-research group to think about Japanese culture by focusing on human 

behaviourr  in shoogi [Japanese chess] and human relations in competition (games). Omoto 

explains::  "W e are not just doing this for  run. Shoogi is entirely different from chess. Though 

bothh originate from the Indian game, chatoranga, each has very different rules. Shoogi is very 

differentt  from Chinese chess, too. It is a very complex game and requires large amounts of 

informationn to play it well."  Omoto then wondered about the possibility of playing shoogi 

withh a computer, like chess, because shoogi is much more complex than chess. To find out, 

Omotoo decided to invite famous shoogi players who could explain the game professionally. 

Omotoo associates chess with cultural themes that concern Japan and with comparative 

400 Tape: Ri Oryoa's lecture on The Pansori as As Narrative"  [Katarimono to shite no pansori BU4fe£ l /T 
0rt»J0rt»J11)])] at a symposium organized by Nichibunken: "Japan's Narrative, The World' s Narrative"  [Nihon no 
katarimono,, sekai no katarimono B &<0 S U tt, ttJMDH  II  ft March 161997] 

4141 Each professor  at Nichibunken is obliged to organize a joint-research group, which lasts from two to six 
years.. Now and then, some are at a loss for  a new research theme, so they hunt around for  them by picking the brains of 
colleaguess and visitors. 
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culture.. He expects that many scholars wil l show an interest because chess pertains to 

management,, diplomatic negotiation and the philosophy of life. At Nichibunken, Omoto 

invitedd researchers from a wide range of academic backgrounds. For instance, there is Prof. 

Kimuraa Hiroshi, a specialist on international politics. Kimura was interested in chess 

strategies,, as from the point of view of games one can observe the way in which cultures 

shapee their diplomatic negotiation. Then there is Kasaya Kazuhiko, who takes an interest in 

thee close link between Bushi [Samurai] and shoogL He believes it may illustrate ways in 

whichh Japan organizes state administration. Next, there is Inami Ritsuko, who liked to join 

thee group in connection with her research on the Three Kingdoms, believing it may be 

possiblee to compare game strategy in China and Japaa Then there is Mitsuta Kazunobu, a 

specialistt in Japanese literature, who wanted to join because the Tokugawa historical world of 

rengarenga [a form of poetry] is related to the iemoto system [the Japanese household system], an 

organizationall  form said to characterize Japanese systems; and, finally, there is Kurose 

Hitomi.. Her interest in kendo (Japanese sword-fighting) requires martial strategy, and may be 

relatedd to that of shoogi.. Furthermore, a symposium and public lectures were planned, and 

"interestingg people" were to be invited, such as the famous symbolical anthropologist 

Yamaguchii  Masao, who was to lecture on "winners and losers in Japanese culture." As 

Omotoo says, his joint-research pertains to Japan, is academic, and of an international and 

comprehensivee nature. But Japanese particularity remains central, because the main purpose 

off  this joint-research involves demarcating Japanese chess (and negotiation, state 

organization,, the history of strategic thought, lif e philosophy) from chess in other nation-

statess and in particular "the West" No one seemed to question the validity of generalizing the 

ruless and strategies of shoogi to Japanese national culture and the nation-state, or those of 

chesss to Indian, Chinese and Western culture. On the contrary, the institutional organization 

off  researchers into nation-oriented knowledge production groups made it possible.42 

Historicall  narrative in academic nationalism ties together the symbolic in daily life 

withh decisions made by the state. Thus patriotic academic leaders live for the precious 

momentss at which they may perform the ritual celebrations at national festivities and parade 

itss sacred symbols. Imperial history and the organization of the family in both Japan and 

«Cf.. APPENDIX L 
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Chinaa are rich sources for  symbolic links between daily lif e and state policies. By anchoring 

thesee links in theoretical writing , their  dissemination is facilitated, so that "tradition "  may be 

strengthenedd and enhance national unity. Universalist principles of socialism, dualist Yin-

Yangg thought, and natural dialectics, add a definite temporal aspect to these markers. For 

instance,, the advent of communism, the death of the state, global turning-points, national 

revolutions,, the eternal transformations between Yin and Yang, and the sublation of 

oppositess in natural dialectics all add urgency to the mobilization of national markers. 

Paradoxically,, universal principles of change are mobilized to lend credibilit y to the 

particularit yy of the nation, that is, Our  Nation. Due to the concentration of research on the 

unitt  of the nation, "universal laws"  of change seem to exist just for  saving Our  particular 

Nation.. Academic nationalists provide a stock of latent markers of uniqueness, and maintain 

markerss up-to-date so that they can continue to remind citizens and scholars of the relevance 

andd value of symbols and signs, and how to correctly interpret them. 

Evenn when major  shifts take place in state authority, establishment intellectuals may 

hangg on to conventional criteri a and continue to follow the directions of superiors, especially 

iff  their  loyalties to the state are tied in with their  daily needs. Alternatively , a shift of state-

policiess can provoke clashes between former  nationalist genres and a variety of new ones, 

spmningg off gusts of novel nationalist debate. Thus, shifts in academic nationalist debate in 

Chinaa over  the last decades especially related to: 

-- a perceived need for  opening/closing the nation-state (after  1977), accompanied by a shift 

fromm universalist/mechanical principles to particularist/vitalis t ones (during the mid-1980s); 

-- socio-economic problems in domestic policy-making as a result of shifts in party loyalties 

andd economic interest groups; 

-- perceptions of major  changes in international relations of military , political, and economic 

powerr  (especially after  the "end of the cold war"  in 1989 and the "Asian"  financial crisis in 

1997/8). . 

Accordingg to whether  the state treats itself as being closed or  open, foreign and 

domesticc nation-state policies vary greatly. A distinction between state policies of opening 

upp and isolation is important also to the views that intellectuals have of societal 

transformation.. Societies that perceive themselves as closed need a central ideology for  the 
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justificationn and maintenance of territorial and socio-cultural closure. Such ideologies make 

usee mainly of universalist theory as a basis for building optimist theories of uniqueness: the 

superiorityy of Our Nation requires closure if national experimentation is to unfold its 

historicall  potential. Cultural nationalism here is of no major importance as it presupposes 

openn boundaries mat have to be guarded and fortified through particularist theories of 

uniquenesss and cultural symbols. Thus in times of the creation of national isolation, boundary 

markersmarkers are borrowed from science, economics and other universalist theories to demonstrate 

thee great achievements and prosperity of the country. Comparison with other countries is 

hardd to achieve, and a (relatively) isolated country does not need culturalist nationalism to 

showw its superiority over foreign ideas or ward off intrusive ideas. After all, isolation is 

achievedd and maintained by force, physical borders and visible boundary markers. There are 

noo checks on unwarranted optimism and national triumph may be celebrated without the 

interruptionn of corrections from foreign-backed opposition. On a global level, a perceived 

monopolymonopoly on violence, or a power-draw, preempts the need and diminishes the potential 

successs of cultural competition. When policy makers assume that main world ideologies lack 

militaryy backing, a perceived power-vacuum can create enough uncertainty and opportunity 

too allow alternative regional ideologies to compete on a global scale, forming new economic, 

politicall  and military power constellations. 

Descriptionss of the production methods of academic nationalism only partly explain 

whyy academic nationalists spend an academic life-time creating theories that define the 

peculiaritiess of the nation. Do academics lay down their lives for the sake of science or the 

nation?? Though national ideologies are based upon visualized images, they ultimately refer to 

reall  problems of identity that appear to be basic to the meaning of national existence. 

Commitmentt to the national quest depends on the ideals that are at stake and how much they 

aree thought to be under threat. The ascription of power in academic nationalist theory, even 

thoughh it involves narrative, concerns the real world of nation-states and not just stories 

definingg "goodies and baddies." Though the definition of problems and the ascription of 

powerr to nations is produced through the medium of imagination, it has real significance for 

thee public addressed and has consequences for its sense of well-being and health. The powers 

ascribedd to the nation, therefore, become magical when academic nationalism ascribes holistic 
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functionss to the nation and political ideology is ignored as a source of explanation. Mao's 

personalityy cult embodied the magic strength of the socialist masses who celebrated 

themselvess (China) by worshipping Mao's triumph. In this sense, the Chinese Nation had 

becomee a true national unity. In systems theory applied to the nation, the whole is more than 

thee addition of individuals: the nation consists of the space between the people and the 

"place""  or "field" that accommodates those spaces, together forming a unique and powerful 

organicc whole. The magic of such theories lies in the absence of authority, an organizational 

hub,, or steering room: no one seems to rule the nation, except for the spirit that is passed on 

byy tradition and embodied in the genes, language, brains of many generations of people. 

Thoughh individual humans are expendable, the collective is indestructible: in the systems 

metaphor,, negative and positive feedback mechanisms are a function of the open system that 

organizess itself; in the neurobiologies metaphor of Japanese forms of organization, such as 

thee brain, damaged functions, like those of phantom legs, are taken over by other parts. It is 

ass if human forms of democratic decision-making are superfluous when me time-tested magic 

off  the nation shows its tricks. 

Academicc nationalism triggers mechanical and vitalist forces that charge up the nation 

withh vital power. In academic nationalist theory such forces define the principles and 

symbolss of the nation as "a grand project of social engineering,*' or as "the national family;" 

theyy supply national splendour with both spiritual force and rational purpose. They 

empowerr national symbols with rationalist explanations and fortify symbolic expressions by 

narrativee explanation. The theoretical forces justify and explain the relation between nature 

andd culture; they holistically link the symbolic with the functional, the universal with the 

particular,, the mechanical with the metabolic, the worldly with the sacred. Rather than just 

abstractt concepts, they are clusters of relations between notions of good and bad, insider and 

outsider,, normal and abnormal, individual and group, the national and the global giving 

symbolicc meaning and rational purpose to the political community, the nation, and the world. 

4.. Institutiona l Aspects of Academic Nationalism in Short 

Above,, I discussed some aspects of academic nationalism concerning the relationship between 

academicss and their institutional environment, including prevailing research policies. I argued 
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thatt it is impossible and not very useful to make a sharp distinction between the nation-state 

andd national culture, as I believe they are closely linked in mat the influence of the state 

administrationn is pervasive in all aspect of the living world. Even its absence is felt and a 

topicc of debate in various formulations of the nation-state. The form and extent of nation-

statee influence, as defined in dominant discourse, however, can be compared with the 

competingg views on decisions made about state organization at historical turning points and 

tracee the processes that led to state-formation. Some features in discourse require attention as 

indicatorss of nationalist academic discourse, especially when they recur in unexplained 

patterns.. These features only make sense in certain institutional settings. Among them I 

mentionedd certain formulations, expressions and styles of discourse used in certain 

institutionall  settings; the use of symbols, metaphors, and analogies; taxonomie devices; 

tendenciess in theoretical generalizations and homogenizing categories. I pointed out that it is 

thee patterns of the combined occurrence of such features and their context that tell us 

somethingg about political influences on academic research and the national unit in which it is 

framed,framed, or on which it is focused 

Onee of the difficulties in acquiring an understanding of academic nationalism are the 

differentt levels of abstraction at which it moves, that is, it is produced by actual humans in a 

concretee environment, while their product is conditioned, affected, and steered by processes 

thatt take place on a macro-level Research institutes reside in both of these levels at once, 

becausee they are the main link at which communication takes place between academics and 

academicc policy-makers, constitute the location at which research facilities are provided, 

statuss is conferred, and regulations (formal and informal) are laid down. Debates, then, do not 

takee place in a vacuum but are held by people with various needs, under various pressures, 

andd with various ambitions. The local socio-political circumstances in which academic debates 

aree held and the prospects of financial remuneration are of great importance as a pre-selection 

mechanismm for the selection of a population eligible as academic crew. Furthermore, academic 

debatess are part of an ever-changing but ongoing intellectual tradition. Finally, most of these 

factorss have developed in relation to, but have not been determined by, processes of the 

emergence,, shaping, reshaping and replacement of nation-states, i.e., a framework of emerging 

nation-states. . 
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II  raised some disturbing features inherent to the institutional setting of academic 

nationalismm and discussed them in short I argued for  the impossibility for  academic 

nationalistss to obtain insight into the processes by which knowledge of the nation is created. 

Evenn nation-states that require academics to uphold certain forms of nationalism would not 

ceasee to have a need for  an independent science of society, as optimal control is achieved only 

underr  a maximal understanding of the information decision-making is based on. Such 

informationn is not generated in a traditio n of academic nationalism. Because academic 

nationalismm can not generate accurate information of itself and because it is tied in with 

variouss political interests, the knowledge it generates is unclear, and it is unreliable as a means 

off  national control and governance. One feature that makes academic nationalism unreliable is 

itss habitual equation of "ought"  and "is"  and "prescription "  and "description."  Much 

researchh time is wasted on proving how die nation should be and therefore is, vice versa. 

Anotherr  reason for  the ineffectiveness of academic nationalism as a source of support for 

reformm policies and the insights they require is its inclination toward conservatism. Requiring 

academicss to express their  patriotism in their  work results in research formulation that not 

onlyy are dressed in patrioti c vocabulary, but also are phony or  made to suit establishment 

viewss on patriotism. 

Anotherr  feature of academic nationalism is its failur e to imagine Other  views of the 

nation,, and therefore it loses its capacity to deal with conflict Academic nationalism incites 

sociall  science-research to an establishment bias, and encourages judgements and distortions of 

Otherr  (possibly rival)  national groupings. I illustrated this feature by reference to writing s on 

Tibett  The political dogmas of academic nationalism are shown to form the basis of the 

generationn of knowledge about the Tibetan region and its history in relation to other  nations. 

Tibett  is regarded as an inseparable part of China. The 1991 symposium on "Th e History and 

Currentt  Situation of Tibet""  illuminates how eminent scholars who share a similar  institutional 

historyy spend their  time and effort thinkin g about strategic arguments to legitimize national 

boundariess and policies by deciding on the markers of the historical era and staging patterns 

off  relations between the big Them (the West), Us (Zhonghua Minzu), and a sub-referent, the 

Otherr  (Tibet). It manages to hide the Us, i.e. the Han Chinese behind the concept, of 

Zhonghuaa Minzu and the definition of China as a "united multi-nationalit y Nation." 
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Differentt disciplines and perspectives place their emphasis onto different aspects of 

thee nation and its uniqueness. Academic nationalism is thriving, however, when the reader can 

predictt an argument on the basis of a correlation between certain political and ideological 

features,, such as: 

-- the unreasoned use of the nation as main frame of research and unit of comparative analysis, 

inn which Our nation is set off against the Other or Them; 

 the simplification of webs of connections between national friend and foe, and the presence 

off  Absentees; 

-- any undefended (direct and indirect) use of rigid and (semi) closed markers of boundary 

constructionn in characterizing a national people (brain, race, language, cultural systettL,finida>); 

-- explanations that create and use national/regional symbols and explain the concrete nature of 

peopless (Chinese character region, chop-stick culture, rice-civilization); 

-- the use of abstract and. vague notions (ancient tradition, golden age, fairy-tales, evolution, 

instinct,, the beginning of the universe, the infinite universe, climate, god, the unconscious, 

mass-psychology)) for explaining politically highly charged issues (instead of the other way 

around); ; 

-- the unreasoned or irrefutable choice of categories and variables used in defining differences 

andd similarities between the various national units of research (e.g. feminine East and male 

West); ; 

-- the interchangeable use of prescription of behaviour and description of the nation; 

-- patterns in the application of certain universality and particularity markers and 

classificationn systems that do not vary with the subject matter itself (but with, for example, 

thee politics of certain social groups and institutions). 

Thee use of specific styles in various disciplines, institutes, organizations and the 

entiree state education system may be telling about the effects of science policies on academic 

research.. Academic nationalism is not just a product of one institute but is part of a politico-

culturall  environment and gains impetus from general academic policies and policies of state-

education.. Therefore, some of the contents, certain styles and consciously designed methods 

off  creating academic-nationalist theory produced in various educational and research 

institutionss may show similarities on a regional basis, but its structure is found in research 
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institutess globally. 

Thee national entity in academic research is of a dual nature. Its symbolic aspects and 

cognitivee aspects are intimately intertwined The national unit places negative constraints on 

researchh by closing off the nation logically from its global environment As a result, it 

becomess possible to study a nation as an isolated case, as a unit "out there."  It is connected 

too other  units only after  links are added The national unit in academic theory seems to be 

malleable::  academics proclaim the adoption of a selection of suitable aspects of foreign 

civilization,, designed to blend in with the current set of domestic features in just the right 

way.. The framework of the "national unit"  forms also a condition for  opening up to 

"external""  communication, because the national unit presupposes the larger  units of world 

regionss and international relations. Thus the national unit in research functions positively as a 

tooll  of knowledge creation, as "th e global"  is drawn into the unit through the interaction 

allowedd into the comparison of "inter-national "  units. It creates the possibility for  the 

nationall  unit to be visualized as capable of "overcoming"  itself In this framework, 

communicationn on the level of nation-states becomes an imperative to the smooth running of 

economicc traffi c and diplomatic negotiation, and knowledge about the rules, habits, languages 

andd views that are commonly used by various groupings, such as nations, corporations, 

societiess and academic associations. It is this mode of thought that led policy-makers to 

advocatee self-strengthening and patriotism as the main purpose of academic research at CASS 

andd pursue a policy of opening up. As a result, social-science research becomes geared to the 

nationall  aspects of problems and is stimulated by international exchange. At the same time, 

however,, this exchange is expected to be controlled, pre-fabricated according to some pre-

plannedd design. Because of the high expectations and requirements of designing and 

controllingg national "variables,"  "th e unexpected"  comes into being, and as a result, 

disappointmentt  follows. In an environment of an excess of patrioti c optimism and self-

confidence,, and an overestimation of the controllabilit y of socio-economic life, failur e brings 

academicc nationalists to the temptation of shifting the blame of not being able to handle all 

"variables""  onto the foreign imports and contamination by "sick"  civilizations. In such a 

situation,, national honour  easily is translated into the symbolism of national purit y and 

strength,, or  the Yin and Yang of the nation-state. Violations of national honour  are associated 
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withh foreign germs (causes), also when national traitors are involved Thus, to the academic 

nationalistt prostitution, drugs, and corruption are the symbols of foreign degenerative 

practices.. In an atmosphere of strong cultural academic nationalism, even among critical 

Marxists,, only a few independent thinkers manage to not attribute all recent social problems 

inn China to Western influences. The awareness of this double nature of academic nationalism 

bringg us closer to understanding the relation between global processes and nationalism: 

regionall  and national traditions are mobilized in opposition to globalization, which is 

perceivedd as a universalizing force needed to be strapped down and tamed into a locally 

manageablee tool; on the other hand, the various strands of academic nationalism and 

regionalismm are recast into global taxonomies themselves. The observation of being 

incorporatedd into a globalizing system and the awareness of local cultural identities are part of 

thee same process. 


